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add-ons

hours // additional hours available. primary photo + 
video must be booked together.

shooters // additional shooters are available for 8 hours 
per additional shooter. 

extended cut video // full length video available of 
select events throughout day. for example, ceremony, 
speeches, parent dances, cultural traditions.

extended drone coverage // independent shooter 
dedicated to capturing aerial shots of the day.

spoken guestbook // reception guestbook station for 
attendees to share their well-wishes, re�ect on stories 
from your past, and give their best advice for your 
future. we’ll edit a �nal cut of each audio signature over 
footage of your day. 

photobooth // our photobooth is free-standing, 
mirrored, and comes with green screen options. this 
means you can use in open space, see your re�ection as 
you pose, and include large groups. unlimited digital 
and physical prints available. 

what you need to know

weddings are not one-size-�ts-all. they aren’t even one-size-�ts-most. every wedding is as unique and special as the love it 
celebrates. that’s why we start with the minimum number of hours we believe it takes to capture a love story and let you build 

�om there. we’ll work with you to add on hours, shooters, a photobooth, spoken guestbook, extended cut videos, and more. 

the standard

the details // the standard includes a base of eight hours of 
coverage with one photographer and one videographer. 
we’ll walk you through how we will approach the day 
based on the coverage booked. the standard typically 
always includes getting ready photos, ceremony, and some 
reception. we recommend including �rst look photos but 
leave that decision up to you! you are welcome to add on 
hours, shooters, and anything else to make your dreams a 
reality. if you ask us, 10 hours is the most ideal for really 
telling the story of your day.

what you get // you receive both color and black and white 
images that are carefully chosen to tell the unique story of 
your wedding. a minimum of 700 photos will be delivered 
in high resolution via an online gallery within ten weeks. 
you will also receive a four-six-minute highlight video in 
the same timeframe. we deliver a sneak peek in the �rst 
seven days. this includes 10-15 photos and a 30-45 second 
teaser – perfect for your socials!

know this: we don’t hold anything back from our �nal 
delivery and o�en times our couples receive more than the 
minimum. just remember, the more your let us into your 
world, the better we can tell your story. 

photo + video packages begin at $7800


